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About Fan Experience

Fans SHOUTED about it and we 
LISTENED! Fans want more time with the 

bands they love! We’ve got the solution. Fan 
Experience VIP Tours with Bands allows 

dedicated music lovers to enjoy every show 
on tour and celebrate the power of music 

with fellow fans and the band!





Fans lament weekly that they don’t get to see Tears for Fears 
enough when the band is on tour. They can only go to 1 or 2 
shows and then find themselves aching to follow the tour to 
the next city but they’ve run out of cash. One concert is a 
blessing but they can’t do just one...they NEED more than 
that.

Problem Statement | Financial Challenges



Following the band 
became nearly 
impossible for many 
dedicated 
fans...including those 
who are prescribed 
music for *therapy.

Current average price 
for a show is $1,000 per 
fan

VIP seat price $250 -
$750 each 

HOW MUCH?!



Music & Travel Combine To Create a Unique Fan Experience

I do not apologize for 
being addicted to Tears 
for Fears music. I’ve 
been a fan since the 
80s but was busy in the 
Air Force, was a 
paramedic and mom. 
I’m making up for lost 
time by going to as 
many shows as I can.. I 
had a brain aneurysm 
and Tears for Fears’ 
music helped me heal. 
- C.H.

I’m a music therapist and I 
know music is important and 
healing. I’ve made a lot of 
friends following the band 
and going to these shows is 
like being with a music 
community or family. 
Finding the time to spend 
several days on tour is a 
challenge but I really benefit 
from it. - D.G.

Tears for Fears got 
me through a really 
hard time. I hear this 
from so many other 
fans. Their music has 
healing properties. I 
need this music like I 
need my next glass of 
water. I travel to see 
them for fun and my 
health. -A.N.

-Interviews-



Comparative Analysis

Only Duran Duran has something that even comes 
close to a true VIP experience for Fans. Tears for 
fears and Duran Duran are very close friends. The 
goal is to include several bands on the app that are 
friendly with each other. If the fans of 4 bands can 
travel together it stands to be profitable and a good 
investment for all involved.



Most Valuable Interviews



Most Valuable Interviews



Key Findings 

● Fans will travel for music

● Fans are dedicated to going 
to all shows

● In order for it to work, fans 
need a variety of 
accommodations

● The main thing fans have 
in common is they want to 
go to show & be together

*Pivot - One VIP option isn’t 
enough. They need the ability of 
a la carte and options.



The Persona



Sometimes bands will perform 
at conferences and festivals. 
That VIP experience should 
include that option as well. 
The user flow reflects that. The 
user flow of the fan experience 
allows the dedicated follower 
to attend any event on the tour 
list. It connects to conferences 
and events outside the 
traditional tour so fans can be 
at every single show. A la carte 
options are also available.

User Flow



Card Sorting - this process helped us understand that the fans will want a 
highly intuitive, detailed and clear user flow to complete booking a VIP 
Tour. This revealed gaps in the previous user flow.



Site Map - reflects a clear user path. 



Feature Prioritization - Some features are crucial. 
Others we want to add in after we do a mini tour run.



Storyboard - What is the user story? It looks a lot like this!



While on the go, I created 
sketches of app. I literally used my 
own trips and walked through 
them to make sure all 
prioritizations made sense. With 
the user flow plus site map I made 
sure the user would get what they 
selected in their booking. 

Sketches Lo Fi



Med-Fi Frames came along well using Balsamiq – full set available 1:1



Med-Fi Sketches for prototype

I used these medium fidelity sketches and eventually hi-fi as part of the usability test.



Click here to explore the Fan Experience Prototype
*complete app is undergoing copyright

Key Insights
● Fans want more time with the band and 

fellow fans.
● They are willing to invest in music travel
● Fans mentioned throughout the testing 

that travelling as a group and sharing 
rooms, cars, and logistical needs makes it 
more economical sense.

● Fans who participated in the usability 
test are eager for it as they feel it solves 
their logistical issues and brings down 
the cost.

https://projects.invisionapp.com/m/share/7GRYWLN23CK#/362806902


Next Steps

● Revise clickable prototype

● Revise presentation

● Present to band management for 4 bands (Duran 
Duran, The 1975, Tears for Fears plus 1 band of 
their choice)

● My current relationship with two of these bands 
will help us revise this app into a reality



Andye Andinha 
Tears for Fears fan since childhood.

Works with NHK World TV Japan - as a featured 
contributor for fandom, kawaii lifestyles and 

“cute culture.”

Formerly with CNN International & CNN en
Espanol, Andye developed social media strategies for 
shows, marketing and promotions. She dove into UX 
and UI in 2015 at the network- creating apps, 
websites and digital products for a variety of 
products in multiple verticals - including finance, 
travel, media and healthcare.


